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================ 
I. Introduction 
================ 

I made this FAQ because people seem to always have trouble with finding the 
normal Bananas throughout all of the levels. This guide was created to help 
those people who cannot find a certain amount of Bananas. In case you don't 
know already, normal Bananas are required in the Troff 'n Scoff rooms, in order 
to reach the boss of every world (except for Hideout Helm, which contains no 
boss at all). This guide was also created to help people find the Bananaporters 



they may not be able to find. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

================== 
II. Bananaporters 
================== 

NOTE: These locations were copy and pasted directly from my Walkthrough for the 
      game, so don't be suprised if you get confused with the locations some. 

In this section, I will list all of the Bananaporters in the game, along with 
information on where to find them in each world. 

DK Isle Bananaporters 
--------------------- 

Bananaporter #1 - The first one is found right at the entrance to the island. 
                  The second one is found on the small black island west of 
                  K. Rool's island, which is where K. Lumsy is held. 

Bananaporter #2 - The first one is found right at the entrance to the island. 
                  The second one is found up on the eastern side of DK Isle 
                  (from where you enter). After climbing up a series of 
                  platforms and swining across some vines, you'll come to the 
                  second Bananaporter. 

Bananaporter #3 - The first one is found right at the entrance to the island. 
                  The second one is found just west of where you enter the 
                  island. Go around the island until you find this one, by the 
                  water and the waterfall. 

Bananaporter #4 - The first one is found right at the entrance to the island. 
                  The second one is found near the top of K. Rool's island, 
                  by the entrance to the Frantic Factory lobby. 

Bananaporter #5 - The first one is found right at the entrance to the island. 
                  The second one is found on the Banana Fairy Island, which is 
                  the small island to the northeast with a fairy's head on it. 
                  Swim to it, and go around this island to find it. 

Jungle Japes Bananaporters 
-------------------------- 

Bananaporter #1 - The first one can be found near the start of the level. The 
                  second one is found at the exit of the very first cave in 
                  this level. 

Bananaporter #2 - The first one is found right after the exit of the first 
                  cave. The second one is found by the big brown tree-like 
                  thing at the top of the mountain, right next to the Peanut 
                  Switch. 

Bananaporter #3 - The first one is in the main area of the level, at the north 
                  western side. The second one is found in the eastern part of 
                  the main area, going towards one of the caves. 



Bananaporter #4 - The first one is found in the cave across the water in the 
                  main area, directly to the north. The second one is in the 
                  rainy area where Cranky's Lab is found, after going down the 
                  cave across the water in the northern part of the main area. 

Bananaporter #5 - The first one appears on top of the brown mountain, after you 
                  shoot a Peanut Switch that is inside of the brown mountain, 
                  and after you collect the Golden Banana atop the mountain. 

Angry Aztec Bananaporters - Outside Llama Temple 
------------------------------------------------ 

Bananaporter #1 - This one is found at the very beginning of the first tunnel 
                  you must head down in the level. The second one is found at 
                  the end of the first tunnel. 

Bananaporter #2 - To find this, head through the first tunnel. When you exit 
                  it, simply head northwest to find this Bananaporter by the 
                  temple nearby. For the second one, head through the second 
                  tunnel. At the end, you'll find this Bananaporter. 

Bananaporter #3 - The first one is in the second tunnel. When you see the path 
                  split to the right, take that path and head down the walkway, 
                  where you will find the Bananaporter by Cranky's Lab. The 
                  second one is found at the end of the second tunnel, in the 
                  outside area. 

Bananaporter #4 - For the first one, head down the second tunnel until you are 
                  at the end. The Bananaporter is right there. For the second 
                  one, head to Funky's Store. The Bananaporter is right next to 
                  his store. 

Bananaporter #5 - Just north of the exit of the second tunnel is a platform 
                  across the quicksand. Make your way over there, then keep 
                  heading north to find the first one in a small area with a 
                  Kong Barrel. For the second one, you must get Donkey Kong's 
                  Golden Banana in the sandy tunnel. After getting it, the 
                  Bananaporter will appear. 

Angry Aztec Bananaporters - Inside Llama Temple 
----------------------------------------------- 

Bananaporter #1 - From the entrance, head down the stairs to the left or right, 
                  then turn around. You'll see the Bananaporter there. For the 
                  second one, head directly north and go up the big steps, and 
                  you will find it on the platform there. 

Bananaporter #2 - For the first one, go down the stairs from the entrance. Turn 
                  around, and you'll spot the first Bananaporter #2 nearby. For 
                  the second one, you have to head through one of the entrances 
                  on the left side of the level with Tiny. Use the Kong Barrel 
                  in that room to shrink, then go through the hole of the glass 
                  bottle to find a new room. Return to normal, and you'll find 
                  Bananaporter #2 right there. 

Frantic Factory Bananaporters 



----------------------------- 

Bananaporter #1 - The first one is found on top of a ledge, at the entrance of 
                  the level. The second one is located in the northwestern 
                  corner of the Production Room. 

Bananaporter #2 - The first one is found on top of a ledge, at the entrance of 
                  the level. You'll find the second one near the entrance of 
                  the R&D Room, by the eastern part of the wall. 

Bananaporter #3 - From the entrance of the level, head north and go into the 
                  small room there. In the eastern part of the room, by the 
                  glass, you'll find the first one. The second one is located 
                  in the room where Snide's HQ is located. 

Bananaporter #4 - In the Production Room, in the room with various switches for 
                  the Kongs, you'll find the first one around the big machine 
                  thing in the room, near a door. The second one is in the same 
                  room as the first one, but you must make your way up the 
                  platforms near the Lanky Switch in the room. You'll find the 
                  Bananaporter near the top of the room. 

Bananaporter #5 - The first one is found in the room where the DK Arcade Game 
                  is located. The second one is found in the room where you 
                  will find Funky's Store. 

Gloomy Galleon Bananaporters 
---------------------------- 

Bananaporter #1 - First, head to the main hallway, at the beginning of the 
                  level. Take the northern path to a new area, where you will 
                  spot Bananaporter #1 nearby. The second one is found in the 
                  Lighthouse Area. The water level MUST be raised. In that 
                  area, jump onto the platform where the Lighthouse is. Around 
                  that platform is Bananaporter #1. 

Bananaporter #2 - For the first one, head to the main hallway at the beginning 
                  of the level. Then, go north into the area there. On top of 
                  the stack of boxes to the right is the Bananaporter. For the 
                  second one, take the left path in the main hallway. In that 
                  water area, go northwest and swim towards the shipwreck. You 
                  will find a lone platform floating, with the Bananaporter on 
                  top of it. 

Bananaporter #3 - The first one is found in the northern area of the main hall. 
                  In that room, use the first Launcher Barrel you'll see to 
                  launch to the top of a ship, where you'll see nearby vines. 
                  Swing from each one until you get to a platform where this 
                  Bananaporter is. The second one can be found on the platform 
                  with Snide's HQ, in the Lighthouse Area. 

Bananaporter #4 - Head to the main water area (take the left path in the main 
                  hallway). In that area, swim north of where you enter the 
                  area, and you'll find a floating platform. Bananaporter #4 is 
                  on this platform. The second one is found in the room with 
                  the coins and the treasure chest, in the main water area. 
                  Look at the 'Locating Enguarde' section of this level above 
                  to see how to access that area. Make your way up the stack 
                  of coins in the northeastern corner. After completing the 



                  Bonus Game there, the Bananaporter will appear. 

Bananaporter #5 - In the Lighthouse Area, get on the platform where you find 
                  the Lighthouse, with the water raised. On that platform, 
                  go around it until you spot this Bananaporter. The second one 
                  can be found in the main water area. Swim to the northeast, 
                  where you'll find a floating platform. The Bananaporter is on 
                  the platform. 

Fungi Forest Bananaporters 
-------------------------- 

Bananaporter #1 - From the start of the level, head north, and around the clock 
                  tower. You'll find this one near the tower. The second one 
                  can be found next to the entrance to the first barn. 

Bananaporter #2 - From the start of the level, head north, and around the clock 
                  tower. You'll find this one near the tower. The second one 
                  can be found right next to Funky's Store. 

Bananaporter #3 - From the start of the level, head north, and around the clock 
                  tower. You'll find this one near the tower. The second one 
                  can be found next to the entrance to the Mushroom Tower. 

Bananaporter #4 - From the start of the level, head north, and around the clock 
                  tower. You'll find this one near the tower. The second one 
                  can be found by heading to the area where the Mushroom Tower 
                  is located. From where you enter that area, head west, and go 
                  through the tunnel you'll come across. You'll end up in an 
                  area with a tree in the middle. Head north, and you'll come 
                  across it. 

Bananaporter #5 - Head to the area where the Mushroom Tower is. In that area, 
                  head all the way west. Eventually, you'll see a patch of 
                  grass you can walk up (there's actually several of these in 
                  this area). At the top of one of them is the first one. For 
                  the second one, make your way to the top of the Mushroom 
                  Tower (see the 'Locating the Mushroom Tower' section of the 
                  level above for help on that). At the top, go around the 
                  platform and you'll find the Bananaporter there. 

Crystal Caves Bananaporters 
--------------------------- 

Bananaporter #1 - From where you enter the level, head down the path. You will 
                  come to a Tag Barrel, and the Bananaporter. For the second 
                  one, head to the area where the igloo is located. Swim west 
                  of the igloo to find a platform with the Bananaporter. 

Bananaporter #2 - From where you enter the level, head down the path. You will 
                  come to a Tag Barrel, and the Bananaporter. For the second 
                  one, go to the area where Candy's Musical Store is located. 
                  Head east of her store to find several ledges. Jump up each 
                  one, and jump onto the platform with a Tag Barrel. Now, go 
                  north and across the walkway to find the Bananaporter. 

Bananaporter #3 - For the first one, head to the area where Cranky's Lab is 
                  located. From where his lab is, drop off of the northern 



                  part of the platform, and into the water. Now, swim north, 
                  and you'll be in a new area with an igloo. Swim to the north, 
                  then swim west of the igloo. You should find a platform with 
                  the Bananaporter. For the second one, go north across the 
                  walkway, past Cranky's Lab. Then head east, and jump across 
                  the ledges. Use the Kong Barrel in this area, and go through 
                  the hole. The Bananaporter is at the end of this room (you 
                  have to complete the Bonus Game first). 

Bananaporter #4 - For the first one, head to the area where Cranky's Lab is 
                  located. Now, get out Diddy using the Tag Barrel, and then 
                  look north above the water, and you'll see Diddy's Kong 
                  Barrel. Jump in to get a Jetpack. Now, fly west of where 
                  Cranky's Lab is, and you'll see a small brown pillar sticking 
                  out of the water. Directly on top of this pillar, you will 
                  find it. For the second one, head to Funky's Store with Tiny. 

                  Go across the walkway, then fly to the eastern ledge and 
                  enter the Kong Barrel. Fly back to the previous ledge, and 
                  go north through the hole. The Bananaporter is in this room. 

Bananaporter #5 - Go to the area where Candy's Musical Store is located. Once 
                  there, head west of her store, to a big building. Now, go to 
                  the northwestern part of the building, then backflip up the 
                  boxes until you get on the higher part of the building. On 
                  the western part of the building, make your way on the box, 
                  then get on the higher part of the building. Head north from 
                  there, and you'll find this Bananaporter. 

                  For the second one, head to the area where Funky's Store is 
                  located, and make sure you're using Diddy Kong. Now, go north 
                  of his store, and go across the walkway. Then, enter the Kong 
                  Barrel you'll see. With the Jetpack, fly west of the Kong 
                  Barrel, and fly directly up to find a high platform with a 
                  Kasplat on it. The Bananaporter is on that platform. 

Creepy Castle Bananaporters - Outside 
------------------------------------- 

Bananaporter #1 - From where you enter the level, go across the wooden plank, 
                  then jump up the steps there. Take the eastern ladder to a 
                  platform, where you will find several Bananaporters around 
                  the area. For the second one, take the steps at the start of 
                  the level, then head west and continue down the path. When 
                  you eventually come to more stairs, jump up them, and you'll 
                  find Bananaporter #1 there. 

Bananaporter #2 - From where you enter the level, go across the wooden plank, 
                  then jump up the steps there. Take the eastern ladder to a 
                  platform, where you will find several Bananaporters around 
                  the area. For the second one, head east of the first one, 
                  and make your way up the path of the castle. You will come 
                  to a Kong Barrel with Bananaporter #2 near it. 

Bananaporter #3 - From where you enter the level, go across the wooden plank, 
                  then jump up the steps there. Take the eastern ladder to a 
                  platform, where you will find several Bananaporters around 
                  the area. For the second one, head east and follow down the 
                  path going up to the castle. Eventually, you'll come to 



                  Cranky's Lab, with Bananaporter #3 by the entrance. 

Bananaporter #4 - From where you enter the level, go across the wooden plank, 
                  then jump up the steps there. Take the eastern ladder to a 
                  platform, where you will find several Bananaporters around 
                  the area. For the second one, head east of the first one, and 
                  follow the path going up the castle. Eventually, you'll come 
                  to a barn and a greenhouse, with Bananaporter #4 near them. 

Bananaporter #5 - From where you enter the level, go across the wooden plank, 
                  then jump up the steps there. Take the eastern ladder to a 
                  platform, where you will find several Bananaporters around 
                  the area. For the second one, head east and follow down the 
                  path there. When you make your way to the very top of the 
                  castle, you'll find Bananaporter #5 there. 

Creepy Castle Bananaporters - Inside Lower Catacombs 
---------------------------------------------------- 

Bananaporter #1 - You will find the first one near the entrance to the area. 
                  For the second one, head down the western path, then take the 
                  west path when the path splits again. At the end of the path, 
                  you will find Bananaporter #1. 

Bananaporter #2 - You will find the first one near the entrance to the area. 
                  For the second one, head down the western path, then take the 
                  east path when the path splits again. At the end of the path, 
                  you will find Bananaporter #2. 

Bananaporter #3 - You will find the first one near the entrance to the area. 
                  For the second one, head down the eastern path. At the end of 
                  the path, you will find Bananaporter #3. 

Hideout Helm Bananaporters 
-------------------------- 

Bananaporter #1 - This one is found at the very entrance of the level. The 
                  second one is found inside K. Rool's throne room. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

===================== 
III. Regular Bananas 
===================== 

NOTE: These locations were copy and pasted directly from my Walkthrough for the 
      game, so don't be suprised if you get confused with the locations some. 
      If any of the information I listed is inaccurate, please e-mail me. 

In this section, I will list all of the regular Bananas in the game, along with 
information about where to find them. 

Jungle Japes 
------------ 



-------------------------------------- 
Regular Banana Locations - Donkey Kong 
-------------------------------------- 

#1-5: Climb up the first tree in the level, and swing from vine to vine to find 
      DK's first five Bananas. 

#6-11: In the main area of the level, head to the western path, where you'll 
       find Bananaporter #3. The Bananas are on top of the Bananaporter. 

#12-20: These two Banana Bunches can be found during the barrel-blasting game. 
        The Baboon Blast upgrade from Cranky is required, however! 

#21-30: In the main area, head to the western side, until you see a wide, white 
        floor with an X on it, and a boulder on it. Hovering around the said 
        boulder is a Banana Balloon. Shoot it with a shooter to get 10 Bananas! 

#31-35: In the main area, head to the platform where Funky's Store is located. 
        Jump on the tree there, and climb it to the top. The Banana Bunch is 
        on the tree. 

#36-40: From the previous set of Bananas, use the vines to the right of Funky's 
        Store to reach a platform with a barrel cannon. Jump on the tree near 
        the cannon to find five more Bananas. 

#41-45: These Bananas can be found in the main area, on the right side of the 
        level. They are on top of Bananaporter #3. 

#46-50: On the right side of the level, head to the platform across the water. 
        Jump on the tree near the tunnel, and use the vines at the top to make 
        your way to a small platform, where some Bananas await you. 

#51-55: Head to the mountain top, and to Diddy's prison. There's a tree nearby. 
        Jump on it and climb it to the top to find more Bananas! 

#56-61: From the previous set of Bananas, head west of Diddy's prison, and head 
        down the hill, where you'll find a trail of Bananas going down, and 
        around. Follow the Banana trail as you collect them all. 

#62-71: Right beside Snide's HQ is a Banana Balloon floating in the air. Take 
        out your shooter, and shoot it to get the Bananas. 

#72-80: As soon as you unlock the three tunnels in the main area, head through 
        the northern one. As you go down the tunnel past Bananaporter #4, you 
        will find all of the Bananas on the ground. 

#81-90: Right by Cranky's Lab, there is a Banana Balloon. Take out your shooter 
        and shoot it to get these Bananas. 

#91-95: To find these, head behind Cranky's Lab, and you'll see a cage with a 
        Rambi Crate inside. Look up, and you'll see a Coconut Switch. Take out 
        your shooter, and shoot the switch to open the cage. Enter it, and you 
        will find a Banana Bunch next to the crate. 

#96-100: To find the last set of Bananas for DK, enter the Rambi Crate (look 
         above to see how to locate him) to become Rambi. Roam around the 
         stormy area, and go in front of one of the brown huts on the left and 
         right side. Press B to break a hut open, revealing a switch. One of 
         the huts reveal a DK Switch and his last set of Bananas when the hut 



         is broken! 

------------------------------------- 
Regular Banana Locations - Diddy Kong 
------------------------------------- 

#1-5: Diddy's first five Bananas can be found at the start of the level. You'll 
      see a trail of them starting at Bananaporter #1, and ending near the 
      cave. Grab them. 

#6-15: After obtaining Diddy's Peanut Popgun Shooter from Funky, head to the 
       first cave in the level. You'll see a path going left, eventually. Go to 
       that path to find two Peanut Switches. Shoot them with his shooter to 
       open the nearby gate. Inside the new area is a Banana Balloon that you 
       must shoot with your shooter for 10 Bananas! 

#16-20: There is a Banana Bunch on top of the tree, east of the first Tag 
        Barrel in the level, after coming through the first cave. Climb the 
        tree to the top to find the Bananas. 

#21-25: Just like the last set of Bananas, this one can be found on the top of 
        the tree just left of the first Tag Barrel. Climb it to the top, and 
        you'll find these Bananas. 

#26-35: In the main area, head to the cave to the north, across the water. But 
        don't head inside the cave. Instead, swim in the southeastern corner to 
        find the Bananas. There are five more in the southwestern corner, too. 

#36-38: These three Bananas are found in the main area, in the cave at the 
        eastern side of the level. Follow the path down and collect them. 

#39-43: In the main area, head to the right side of the level, and go on the 
        platform across the water. On top of the first tree is a Banana Bunch. 

#44-48: This is in the same spot as the previous bunch of Bananas, but this 
        time, go north a bit more to find another tree. Climb it to the top to 
        find some more Bananas. 

#49-55: For these Bananas, head all the way up to the top of the mountain, 
        where Diddy was held captive. From his cell, head west down the hill, 
        and follow the path down until you see a big brown mountain thing. 
        There are seven Bananas around this mountain. 

#56-65: First, head to the top of the mountain where Diddy's prison is. Then, 
        head left and stand by the hill going down. Look up, and at the brown 
        mountain in the air. There is a Banana Balloon hovering above the 
        mountain, so shoot it using the Peanut Popguns to net yourself 10 
        more Bananas! 

#66-70: After obtaining Diddy's Peanut Popguns from Funky, head to the top of 
        the mountain, and head west of Diddy's prison, where you'll find a tall 
        brown mountain-like thing. Go around this mountain until you find a 
        Peanut Switch. Shoot it, and a bridge will form. Make your way up it 
        until you see an entrance, then head inside. Head to the water, and you 
        will find some Bananas. Follow the water stream and collect the five 
        Bananas down the stream. 

#71-75: For these Bananas, head inside the brown mountain at the top of the 
        level. Inside, you'll eventually see black rubble with a box slightly 



        sticking out. Backflip onto said box, then onto the top of the rubble. 
        From there, jump onto the platform to find a Banana Bunch. 

#76-85: In the brown mountain at the top of the level, head to the room with 
        the conveyor belts (look below at the section on how to get Diddy's 
        Golden Bananas to see how to find that area). A Banana Balloon is in 
        this area, so pop it using your shooter. 

#86-90: These pack of Bananas can be found in the conveyor belt room, inside 
        the brown tall mountain at the top of the level. Inside the room, there 
        are Bananas on the box next to the conveyor belt. 

#91-95: Head to the mountain at the top of the level, and enter inside. Once 
        inside, head to the conveyor belt room. Make sure the conveyor belts 
        are slowed down! Jump on each one until you see a hole you can drop in. 
        Drop in it, and follow down the path until you see some tracks. Drop 
        off of the platform you're on to enter a mine cart, collecting five 
        more Bananas along the way. 

#96-100: Diddy's last Bananas can be found in the area with Cranky's Lab. Head 
         through the northern cave in the main area to reach the tunnel leading 
         to his lab. Once there, break the huts around the area using Rambi 
         (see the 'Locating Rambi' section above). The hut that reveals a Diddy 
         Switch has a Banana Bunch hovering above it. 

------------------------------------- 
Regular Banana Locations - Lanky Kong 
------------------------------------- 

#1-5: While going down the first hallway in the level, turn left and enter the 
      new area after shooting the two Peanut Switches with Diddy. Inside are 
      the Bananas, after you shoot the Grape Switch and enter the small area. 

#6-10: In the main area of the level, jump into the water to find five Bananas 
       down the stream. 

#11-13: First, get Cranky's Orang-stand potion. Then, head to the eastern side 
        of the level, and use the Orang-stand ability to climb up the nearby 
        hill, where you'll get three Bananas. 

#14-23: For these, get Diddy out and head to the eastern side of the level. 
        Look above the hill in the area to find a Peanut Switch above a gate. 
        Shoot the switch to open the gate, then use Lanky's Orang-stand ability 
        to climb the hill, then enter through the new area. In that room is a 
        Banana Balloon, so shoot it. 

#24-33: Do the same thing as you did for Bananas 14 through 23, and inside that 
        room, jump up the steps to find two Banana Bunches along the way. 

#34-43: In the room that you have to climb the hill on the eastern side of the 
        level to reach, you'll see two pegs to the left and right. Directly 
        above these is a Banana Bunch above each one. Collect them. 

#44-48: On the platform where Snide's HQ is located, there are five Bananas on 
        top of the tree to the left, near the closed gate. 

#49-53: On the same platform where Snide's HQ is, there is a tree near Snide's 
        place. On top of the tree is five more Bananas. 



#54: In the cave at the northmost part of the level, head down the cave until 
     you see the path split. Take the left path and you'll find a single Banana 
     near the entrance to the room. 

#55-64: In the cave at the northmost part of the level, take the western path 
        when the path splits. Inside that room is a Banana Balloon floating 
        around. Shoot it for ten Bananas. 

#65-67: Three Bananas can be found up the western hill in the room described 
        above. Use the Orang-stand to get them. 

#68-72: There are a few Bananas up the easternmost hill in the room described 
        in Bananas 55 through 64. 

#73-75: You'll find these while going up the easternmost hill described above. 

#76-80: In the northernmost cave, take the east path when possible. If you 
        haven't already, break the Rambi Picture with Rambi, then enter the 
        room and follow down the path until you find a boulder. There are five 
        Bananas circled around this boulder. 

#81-85: In the rainy area where Cranky's Lab is, climb the tree behind his lab, 
        and you'll find a Banana Bunch at the top of the tree. 

#86-95: In the rainy area, look around at the huts you have to break with Rambi. 
        Breaking one of those huts reveals a Lanky Switch. Above the switch is 
        a Banana Balloon you can shoot for ten more Bananas. 

#96-100: For the last set of Bananas for Lanky, head to the rainy area where you 
         find Cranky's Lab. In that area, break the huts around the area using 
         Rambi to reveal a Lanky Switch. Above the switch is a Banana Bunch. 

------------------------------------ 
Regular Banana Locations - Tiny Kong 
------------------------------------ 

#1-5: The first five Bananas can be found while going through the first tunnel 
      leading to the main part of the level. 

#6-10: While going down the first tunnel, head left and through the new passage 
       to a new area (shoot the two Peanut Switches first). Inside, shoot the 
       Feather Switch nearby to open the gate. Inside is a Banana Bunch. 

#11-40: Head to the main area, then head through the western tunnel. As you go 
        down it past the Kasplats, you'll find two Feather Switches, and a gate 
        at the end of the path. Shoot the two Feather Switches, and then the 
        gate will lower. Enter that new area, and look around until you see a 
        Kong Barrel with Tiny's face on it. After obtaining the Mini Monkey 
        ability, jump in to shrink. Go to one of the logs in the area, and go 
        through one of the small holes to collect three Banana Bunches. There 
        are three more Banana Bunches in the second log in the same area. 

#41-45: For these Bananas, head through the western tunnel in the main area 
        once more. In that new area, head northeast to a pinkish beehive. 
        You'll spot a Banana Bunch beside it. 

#46-55: Inside the actual beehive (see below at Tiny's Golden Bananas to see 
        how to enter it), head to the western room, where you will find a 
        Banana Balloon floating in the air. Shoot it for ten Bananas. 



#56-63: Inside the beehive, you'll find the Bananas in the eastern room, on the 
        ledge below the Golden Banana at the top. 

#64-70: A few more Bananas can be found in the northernmost tunnel of the main 
        area. Follow down the tunnels path, then take the east path, where you 
        will find a trail of Bananas. 

#71-80: In the area described above, there is a Banana Balloon floating above 
        the water. If you shoot it, you'll get 10 Bananas. 

#81-90: In the rainy and stormy area with Cranky's Lab, head to the western 
        huts. After breaking them with Rambi, one of them will reveal a Tiny 
        Switch. Shoot the Banana Balloon above it for ten Bananas. 

#91-95: Five more Bananas can be found on the Tiny Switch, in the stormy area 
        where Cranky's Lab is. 

#96-100: For Tiny's last five Bananas, head to the stormy area where you find 
         Cranky's Lab. To the right of his lab is a tree. Climb it to the top, 
         and you'll find a Banana Bunch. 

-------------------------------------- 
Regular Banana Locations - Chunky Kong 
-------------------------------------- 

#1-5: Head to the main area, then head to the western side. You will find a 
      boulder and a white floor. Around this floor are some Bananas. 

#6-15: In the main area, head to Funky's Store. On top of his store are two 
       Banana Bunches. Backflip onto the top of his store, and you can get the 
       two Banana Bunches from there. 

#16-20: In the northernmost cave, head down the tunnel until you see the path 
        split at the end. Take the east path after breaking the Rambi Picture, 
        then continue north. You'll come to a small room with a boulder. Pick 
        up the boulder, and toss it aside to reveal a Banana Bunch. 

#21-50: Head to the same room described above. Once inside, you'll see three 
        Banana Balloons floating about the room. Shoot all three of them to get 
        30 Bananas! 

#51-55: These are located on top of Cranky's Lab. Head to the stormy area where 
        his lab is located, and then climb one of the trees around his lab. 
        From there, jump onto his lab and grab the Banana Bunch. 

#56-65: In the main area, head to the western tunnel. Go down the tunnel, and 
        you'll find quite a few Bananas while going down the tunnel. 

#66-85: Head to the same tunnel described above. Once you are there, enter the 
        new area after shooting the two Feather Switches at the end of the 
        path. In that area, jump onto the central platform, and enter the Kong 
        Barrel after buying one of Chunky's potions. As Hunky Chunky, jump on 
        each of the four trees to find lots of Bananas. 

#86-90: Enter the secret cave on the western side of the level (see below at 
        Chunky's Golden Bananas for more information). Inside that cave, follow 
        the five-Banana trail. 



#91-95: Enter the cave described above. Go down the path, and you will come to 
        a Banana Bunch. 

#96-100: Enter the cave described above. Go down the path, and you will come to 
         a Banana Bunch. 

Angry Aztec 
----------- 

-------------------------------------- 
Regular Banana Locations - Donkey Kong 
-------------------------------------- 

#1-10: For Donkey Kong's first ten Bananas, you must enter the first hallway. 
       Go down the hallway until you see the path split to the left. Head left, 
       and you'll spot two Coconut Switches. Shoot them using the Coconut 
       Shooter, and the brown wall will rise, revealing a new area. Use the 
       Kong Barrel in that area to become invisible, then walk across the 
       quicksand to the northern end, where the wall is. Grab the two Banana 
       Bunches you'll see. 

#11-25: For these, head to the first outside area of the level. On the small 
        platform in the middle of the quicksand with the Tag Barrel, there are 
        three trees. Climb each one to find a Banana Bunch at the top of each 
        of the trees. 

#26-28: Three single Bananas can be found next to the llama's cage, in the 
        first outside area in the level. 

#29-48: In the second hallway, proceed down it until the path splits to the 
        east. Take that path, and then go down the walkway. There are two 
        Banana Balloons in this room. Shoot both of them to earn 20 Bananas! 

#49-52: In the second outside area, head east towards the Llama Temple. Up the 
        steps leading to the door of the temple are some single Bananas. 

#53-62: In the second outside area, head to the Llama Temple. Go up the steps 
        leading to the temple, then go behind it. You'll spot a Banana Balloon, 
        so shoot it for ten more Bananas. 

#63-65: These Bananas can be found inside the Llama Temple itself. Once inside, 
        head all the way east and go through the eastern passageway, to a new 
        area. On the way there, you'll find some more Bananas. 

#66-77: For some more Bananas, head inside the Llama Temple. Once inside, head 
        to the northernmost part of the area, where you'll see some steps to 
        the left and right. On each of these steps on each side are Bananas. 

#78-97: A ton of Bananas can be found in the quicksand hallway. You'll need to 
        use the Kong Barrel to become invisible before you can cross the hall! 
        The Kong Barrel can be found over at the left side of the area. In the 
        hallway, you will find four Banana Bunches! 

#98-100: On the stairs going up, leading to a Tag Barrel near Snide's HQ, you 
         will find three Bananas. 

------------------------------------- 



Regular Banana Locations - Diddy Kong 
------------------------------------- 

#1-5: In the first outside area, you'll find some Bananas going up to the very 
      first temple you'll see in the level. 

#6-15: In the same location as Bananas 1-5, you'll find a Banana Balloon by the 
       temple. Shoot it to get ten Bananas. 

#16-30: Head to the first temple in the level, and head just west of it to find 
        a lot of Bananas nearby! 

#31-33: Inside the first temple (where you can free Tiny), you'll find three 
        more Bananas just above the Diddy Switch at the eastern side. 

#34-36: These can be found inside the first temple. You'll find them underwater 
        while swimming. 

#37-40: Again, these can be found inside the first temple. You'll find these 
        underwater, just before you enter the room where Tiny Kong is held. 

#41-45: While going down the very first hallway in the level, you'll find a 
        trail of a few Bananas. 

#46-48: In the second outside area of the level, you'll find a platform just 
        west of the entrance to the area. Up the steps are some Bananas. 

#49-53: In the second outside area, use the Kong Barrel as Diddy (found on a 
        platform just west of the entrance to the area) to get a Jetpack. Fly 
        onto the top of the Llama Temple to find some more Bananas. 

#54-57: In the second outside area, search around for a temple with five doors 
        on it (one for each Kong). Around the west side of this temple, you'll 
        find a trail of Bananas. 

#58-67: In the second outside area, head to the temple with five doors once 
        more. A Banana Balloon is located behind it, so shoot it for ten more 
        Bananas to be added to your collection! 

#68-77: After getting Donkey Kong's Golden Banana where you must cross the 
        quicksand, Bananaporter #5 will appear in said hallway. After both of 
        the Bananaporter #5's are activated, use the first one to teleport to 
        the hallway with Diddy. A Banana Balloon is floating around in this 
        area, so shoot it. 

#78-82: In the second main area, find the Jetpack Barrel and get Diddy's 
        Jetpack. Fly around to the middle of the area, where you'll find a 
        giant pillar. On top of it is a sun-shaped symbol, with a Banana Bunch 
        floating in the middle of it. Simply fly into it. 

#83-85: Again, head to the second outside area. Around the northwestern part of 
        the area are some stairs leading up to an empty arena-looking thing, 
        with four gongs. On the stairs are some more Bananas. 

#86-90: In the same place as Bananas 83-85, you'll find some more Bananas on 
        top of the tree to the east of the big platform. 

#91-95: These are also located in the same location as the above Bananas. This 
        time, head behind the big platform, and you'll find yet more Bananas on 
        top of the tree. 



#96-100: Once again, there are more Bananas in the same area described above. 
         Head to the left of the platform, and you'll find some more Bananas at 
         the top of that tree. 

------------------------------------- 
Regular Banana Locations - Lanky Kong 
------------------------------------- 

#1-5: Lanky's first five Bananas can be found in the first hallway, while going 
      towards the first outside area. 

#6-8: Some more Bananas can be found inside the first temple. Head into the 
      central pool, and dive underwater. Under the water, swim through the east 
      path and collect the Bananas there. 

#9-14: A few more can be found in the eastern room underwater, in the first 
       temple. Swim around the platform to find these. 

#15-19: In the room described above in the first temple, jump onto the top of 
        the big platform, where you'll find some Bananas on a Lanky Switch. 

#20-24: Take the eastern path in the second tunnel leading to the second area 
        outside. Some Bananas can be found on the narrow walkway going to where 
        Cranky's Lab is. 

#25-29: Take the path described above. You'll find some more Bananas near 
        Cranky's Lab. 

#30-34: In the second outside area, head towards the Llama Temple. You'll find 
        some Bananas near it, on one of the walkways around the area. 

#35-37: These can be found inside the Llama Temple. From the entrance, go down 
        the eastern steps and collect the few Bananas. 

#38-40: Again, head inside the Llama Temple. This time, go down the western set 
        of stairs to find a few more Bananas. 

#41-45: These are also found in the Llama Temple. Go down the stairs at the 
        entrance, and you will find some Bananas in a line around the stairs. 

#46-55: In the Llama Temple, head to the room where Lanky was imprisoned. You 
        will find a Banana Balloon in that room, so shoot it and you will get 
        ten Bananas. 

#56-65: Head to the temple/room described above. You'll find yet another Banana 
        Balloon floating around the room, which gives you ten more Bananas when 
        you shoot it. 

#66-70: Inside the Llama Temple, you'll find some Bananas in the room where you 
        have to shoot the faces to get a Golden Banana (see below). On the left 
        side of the room are Bananas you can get using the vines. 

#71-75: Just after you exit the Llama Temple, more Bananas can be found on one 
        of the walkways nearby, by the central pillar. 

#76-80: These can be found on top of the tree in the second outside area, near 
        Funky's Store. 



#81-90: These can be found inside the temple with five doors. Take one of the 
        western paths. One of them has a Banana Balloon. Shoot it for ten more 
        regular Bananas! 

#90-95: In the second outside area, head to the platform near where Snide's HQ 
        is located. Some Bananas can be found on the walkway going to Snide's. 

#96-100: These can be found in the second outside area, just a bit south of the 
         big platform with four golden gongs. 

------------------------------------ 
Regular Banana Locations - Tiny Kong 
------------------------------------ 

#1-10: First, enter the first temple of the level. Then, head underwater, and 
       proceed to the room where Tiny was imprisoned. In that room, there's a 
       Banana Balloon. Shoot it for ten Bananas. 

#11-20: Head to the temple and room described above. In that room, you'll find 
        another Banana Balloon that rewards you with 10 Bananas when shot. 

#21-25: Go inside the first temple. Inside, dive underwater and swim through 
        the narrow passage near the room with Tiny's prison. There are a few 
        Bananas there (you need to shrink to go through the hole). 

#26-35: First, head to the second tunnel of the level. Once you do that, go 
        down the tunnel, and collect the Bananas you'll find after passing the 
        dark big platform sticking out of the floor. 

#36-45: You must head inside the Llama Temple first. After that, enter the 
        central pool. Underwater are some Bananas. 

#46-48: A few Bananas can be found inside the Llama Temple, in the small area 
        to the northwest going down to the small glass bottle. 

#49-50: Some more Bananas can be found inside the glass bottle in the area 
        described above. Use the Kong Barrel to shrink and enter the hole. 

#51-55: Enter the room described above by going through the glass bottle. In 
        that room, pound the Tiny Switch and head over to the far left ledge, 
        where you'll find some Bananas. 

#56-60: Again, enter the room that you can only enter with mini Tiny. In that 
        room, pound the Tiny Switch, and go to the far right platform, where 
        some more Bananas await. 

#61-65: In the second outside area, head to the northwestern part, and go down 
        the narrow walkway. You'll come to a temple with five doors. Go up the 
        steps leading to it, and follow the Banana trail. 

#66-70: Head to the temple described above. You'll find some Bananas on the 
        easternmost tree (east of the temple). 

#71-75: Head to the temple described above. You'll find some Bananas on the 
        westernmost tree (west of the temple). 

#76-80: There is a tree right next to the walkway leading to the temple that's 
        described above. On top of that tree are five Bananas. 



#81-85: In the area described above, head behind the temple to find a tree. On 
        top of that tree, you'll find more Bananas. 

#86-90: Again, go to the area described above. To the left of the stairs going 
        up to the temple is a tree. On top of that tree are Bananas. 

#91-95: These can be found in the second outside area. In the northern part of 
        the area (north of the entrance of the second outside area), there is a 
        big platform. Go east of it to find a Kong Barrel with five Bananas 
        below it. 

#96-100: In the second outside area, head just west of the quicksand tunnel. 
         You'll find a Banana Bunch on Bananaporter #5. 

-------------------------------------- 
Regular Banana Locations - Chunky Kong 
-------------------------------------- 

#1-5: In the very first hallway of the level, you'll find a trail of five 
      Bananas near Bananaporter #1. 

#6-10: In the first hallway, shoot the two Pineapple Switches to the east right 
       after entering the hallway from the DK Portal. In that new room, you 
       will find a Banana Bunch on the first walkway. 

#11-15: In the first hallway, shoot the two Pineapple Switches to the east right 
        after entering the hallway from the DK Portal. In that new room, you 
        will find a Banana Bunch on the second walkway. 

#16-20: In the first hallway, shoot the two Pineapple Switches to the east right 
        after entering the hallway from the DK Portal. In that new room, you 
        will find a Banana Bunch on the third walkway. 

#21-25: In the first hallway, shoot the two Pineapple Switches to the east right 
        after entering the hallway from the DK Portal. In that new room, you 
        will find a Banana Bunch on the fourth walkway. 

#26-29: In the first temple of the level, head all the way west and go down the 
        path there. You'll find some Bananas. 

#30-54: In the first temple, head to the northmost part of the temple. You'll 
        see a torch surrounded by nearby Oranges. A lot of Banana Bunches also 
        surround this torch. 

#55-64: Again, these are in the first temple. Head underwater, and go through 
        the passageway. Take the eastern path in the next room underwater, and 
        you'll end up in an area with a big platform. Jump to the top of that 
        platform, and look for a nearby Banana Balloon in the area. Shoot it 
        for ten Bananas. 

#65-68: In the second outside area, there are a few Bananas on the first 
        walkway near the quicksand, from the entrance. 

#69-71: Head to the same area described above. A few Bananas can be found on 
        another walkway in the same area. 

#72-81: In the second outside area, head to Chunky's part of the temple with 
        five doors/switches. In the middle of that temple, there is a Banana 
        Balloon. For shooting it, you get 10 Bananas. 



#82-91: Head to the same temple/area described above. There is another Banana 
        Balloon floating around in this area. 

#92-94: Head to the second outside area. You can find three Bananas on the 
        stairway leading to the platform with the Tag Barrel, near where 
        Snide's HQ is located. 

#95-97: Head to the same area/platform described above. More Bananas can be 
        found down the stairway leading to Snide's HQ. 

#98-100: In the same area described above, you can find these near the big 
         platform with four gongs in the corners. 

Frantic Factory 
--------------- 

-------------------------------------- 
Regular Banana Locations - Donkey Kong 
-------------------------------------- 

#1-5: At the start of the level, head west and through the tunnel. While you 
      follow down the path, you'll collect a few Bananas. 

#6-11: In the hallway leading to the first room of the Production Room, you 
       will find some Bananas. 

#12-26: You'll find three Banana Bunches near the entrance to the machine, in 
        the first room of the Production Room. 

#27-30: These are found between the two rooms of the Production Room. 

#31-45: In the first room of the Production Room, you will find some Banana 
        Bunches inside the High Voltage room, where one of Donkey Kong's Golden 
        Bananas are located. 

#46-65: There are some more Bananas for DK found in the second room of the 
        Production Room. They are near the DK Pad. 

#66-75: In the room where Cranky's Lab and Candy's Musical Store are located, 
        there is a Banana Balloon that gives 10 Bananas when shot. 

#76-85: In the R&D Room, head up to the second platform by using the ladder on 
        the west or eastern side of the room. Then, head through the door with 
        nothing written on it in the middle. In that room is a Banana Balloon. 
        Shoot it for 10 Bananas. 

#86-90: Head to the Testing Room. Then, head just east of the entrance, and get 
        on the last block. When the piece moves up, jump into the tunnel while 
        on the piece of the block. Go down the tunnel to find five Bananas. 

#91-100: Head to the tunnel described above, and go down the tunnel. At the end 
         of the tunnel, you'll be in a new room. There's a Banana Balloon, so 
         shoot it for 10 Bananas. 

------------------------------------- 
Regular Banana Locations - Diddy Kong 



------------------------------------- 

#1-12: In the first room of the Production Room, there are a circle of Bananas 
       around the big machine in that room. 

#13-17: These can be found while going down the path leading to the room where 
        the DK Arcade Game can be found. 

#18-22: In the same room described above, you will find a Banana Bunch on top 
        of Bananaporter #5, on the table. 

#23-27: In the first room of the Production Room, begin going up the elevating 
        platform near the Lanky Switch. On your way up to the top of the big 
        machine, you'll come to two rollers. One has a Banana Bunch on it. 

#28-32: In the room/area described above, a Banana Bunch can be found on top of 
        the second roller. 

#33-37: Head to the same room/area described above. Eventually, you should come 
        to a Diddy Pad, where you'll find more Bananas. 

#38-47: In the R&D Room, enter Diddy's door, where he gets one of his Golden 
        Bananas. In that room is a Banana Balloon that gives you 10 Bananas 
        after you shoot it. 

#48-57: In the same room described above, there's another Banana Balloon. 

#58-67: In the same room described above, there's another Banana Balloon. 

#68-92: In the Testing Room, on your way up the stack of blocks, you will find 
        many, many Banana Bunches. 

#93-95: In the Testing Room, head towards Funky's Store. You'll find very few 
        Bananas on the way to his store. 

#96-100: In the same area/room described above, you'll find a Banana Bunch near 
         Funky's Store. 

------------------------------------- 
Regular Banana Locations - Lanky Kong 
------------------------------------- 

#1-5: From the entrance of the level, jump on the east platform. You'll find 
      five Bananas on Bananaporter #2. 

#6-15: In the first room of the Production Room, enter inside the big machine 
       (must be done with DK to open the machine; see his Golden Bananas for 
       this level for more info). Shoot the Banana Balloon that is inside for 
       ten more Bananas. 

#16-20: In the second room of the Production Room, where Chunky is/was in a 
        prison at, use the Orang-stand to climb the pipe in that room. There 
        are more Bananas here. 

#21-25: You can find these while going down the path to Cranky's Lab, and 
        Candy's Musical Store. 

#26-40: On your way up the big machine in the first room of the Production 
        Room, you'll find three Banana Bunches eventually. 



#41-50: In the first room of the Production Room, you will find a Banana 
        Balloon about half way to the top, near Bananaporter #4. 

#51-75: When you're almost up at the highest point in the first room of the 
        Production Room, you'll find five Banana Bunches near the Diddy Pad. 

#76-80: In the R&D Room, climb one of the ladders to the top platform. There 
        are a trail of Bananas here. 

#81-85: In the R&D Room, on the lowest platform, there's a Banana Bunch on top 
        of Bananaporter #2. 

#86-90: In the same room/platform described above, there's a trail of Bananas. 

#91-100: Again, these are in the R&D Room. Take the northwesternmost path on 
         the lower floor, and play the Trombone on the Trombone Pad to remove 
         the white glass. In that room is a Banana Ballon, that gives you 10 
         Bananas when shot. 

------------------------------------ 
Regular Banana Locations - Tiny Kong 
------------------------------------ 

#1-3: From where you enter this world, head east and go down the tunnel and 
      collect the Bananas you'll find. 

#4-13: From where you enter this world, head west. Go down the tunnel, and then 
       you'll spot a hole. Jump on the pole there, and climb it down. When you 
       are half way down, you'll notice an opening in the middle. Jump to it, 
       and you'll find two Banana Bunches in this small area. 

#14-23: In the room where you can find Snide's HQ, there is a Banana Balloon. 
        Take out the Feather Bow, and shoot it for 10 Bananas. 

#24-33: Head to the first room of the Production Room. After powering up the 
        machine using DK, jump on the elevating platform near the Lanky Switch. 
        Make your way up. When you're half way up, you'll be on the machine, in 
        the middle. There is a Banana Balloon around this part of the machine, 
        so shoot it for 10 Bananas. 

#34-38: After doing the things described above, backflip onto the conveyor belt 
        past Bananaporter #4. On this belt is a Banana Bunch. 

#39-43: Do the same things described above. Another Banana Bunch is on the next 
        conveyor belt. 

#44-48: Do the same things described above. Another Banana Bunch is on the next 
        conveyor belt. 

#49-53: Do the same things described above. Another Banana Bunch is on the next 
        conveyor belt. 

#54-58: Once you make your way up the conveyor belts in the first room of the 
        Production Room, you'll see a Bonus Barrel on a far away platform from 
        you. Using Cranky's potion in this level, fly all the way to that 
        platform. Just west of the platform with the Bonus Barrel is another 
        platform. Fly to it, as well, and grab the Banana Bunch in the middle. 



#59-68: Head to the R&D Room. In there, head east on the lower floor, and then 
        go through the door there. Follow down the path to find these Bananas. 

#69-75: There are a few more Bananas, if you take the eastern path from the 
        entrance of the level. At the end of the path, climb the pole to the 
        top, then jump to the floor. Go down the path, and follow the tunnel 
        northeast, to find lots of Bananas! 

#76-85: You will find a Banana Balloon in the room where Funky's Store is 
        located. Shoot it to get 10 Bananas. 

#86-90: In the Testing Room, jump up to the northern platform. There, go to 
        the northwestern part of the platform, and you'll find a Banana Bunch 
        by the hole there. 

#91-95: Head to the same room/platform described above, then use the Kong 
        Barrel at the eastern side of the platform to become miniature. Go 
        through the hole to the west, and you'll enter a new room, collecting 
        another Banana Bunch. 

#96-100: In the DK Arcade Game room, jump up the stack of boxes and platforms 
         at the eastern side of the room, and you'll find yet another Banana 
         Bunch at the top. 

-------------------------------------- 
Regular Banana Locations - Chunky Kong 
-------------------------------------- 

#1-5: From where you enter this level, jump on the platform to the left. There 
      is a Banana Bunch by Bananaporter #1. 

#6-15: From where you enter the level, head left and go down the hallway there. 
       At the end of the hallway, there is a Banana Balloon. Shoot it, and you 
       get 10 Bananas. 

#16-20: From the start of the level, head north and into that room there. There 
        are some Bananas in the seperate room where Snide's HQ is. 

#21-30: First, head through the western hallway from the start of the level. 
        Then, at the end of the hallway, jump on the brown pole. Climb it down 
        to the bottom, then go down the hallway to find more Bananas. 

#31-35: In the second room of the Production Room, look around for a pipe in a 
        corner. Under that pipe is Bananaporter #1, along with a Banana Bunch. 

#36-40: Enter the second room of the Production Room. Go through the eastern 
        path in the room to spot a gate. Perform a Primate Punch at the gate, 
        and it will break, revealing a room. In that room, there is a Banana 
        Bunch on one of the platforms, which are raised by Primate Punching the 
        Chunky Switch on the wall in that room. 

#41-45: Head to the same room described above. There is another Banana Bunch on 
        another one of the platforms. 

#46-50: Head to the same room described above. There is another Banana Bunch on 
        another one of the platforms. 

#51-70: There are more Bananas in the first room of the Production Room. Head 
        there, and then make your way to the top of the room, after activating 



        the machine using DK. Jump on one of the spinning things connected to 
        the big machine. As you spin around, you'll find four Banana Bunches, 
        for you to collect. 

#71-80: Head to the R&D Room. Then, use the ladder on the east or western side, 
        and climb it to the top of the platform. Now, look around for another 
        ladder, and climb it as well. Punch down the gate using the Primate 
        Punch, then stand on the Triangle Pad, and play the Triangle Trample to 
        remove the white glass wall. In that new room, shoot the Banana Balloon 
        for 10 Bananas. 

#81-85: In the same room described above, you'll find a trail of five Bananas 
        by the westernmost wall. 

#86-90: In the same room described above, you'll find a trail of five Bananas 
        by the easternmost wall. 

#91-100: First, head to the entrance of the level. Then, head east, and down 
         the path there. After opening the gate there by pounding a blue switch 
         in the second room of the Production Room, go through the gate and 
         climb the pole there. Go down the hallway there, then take the left 
         path. At the end of the path, in that room is a Banana Balloon. Shoot 
         it for 10 Bananas. 

Gloomy Galleon 
-------------- 

-------------------------------------- 
Regular Banana Locations - Donkey Kong 
-------------------------------------- 

#1-20: While you're inside the Lighthouse, start climbing up the platforms 
       that lead to the top of the room (see Donkey Kong's Golden Bananas 
       section). On the way to the top, you'll find four Banana Bunches. 

#21-30: Inside the Lighthouse, you'll find a Banana Balloon floating around the 
        room. Shoot it for 10 Bananas. 

#31-40: Outside the Lighthouse, go onto the platform where the Lighthouse is 
        located. Around this platform is a Banana Balloon, which will give you 
        10 Bananas when shot. 

#41-55: In DK's Baboon Blast game for this level (found on the platform where 
        the Lighthouse is), you'll find some Banana Bunches as you blast to 
        each barrel. 

#56-65: Head to the Lighthouse Area. Once there, break the Enguarde Picture in 
        that area (see the 'Locating Enguarde' section above). In the newly 
        revealed room, swim around the walls to find more Bananas. 

#66-75: Enter the northern area in the main hallway. In that area, head east 
        and under the big ship. Follow the path to a new room with three 
        treasure chests. There is a Banana Balloon in this room, so shoot it 
        for 10 Bananas. 

#76-90: Head to the main water area (the left path in the main hallway). Once 
        there, swim to the middle of the area, then dive underwater and swim 
        all the way down to the bottom. Near the big sunken ship are many 



        platforms and treasure chests. Under one of the platforms are three 
        Banana Bunches for DK! 

#91-100: In DK's area of the sunken ship (see his Golden Bananas section), you 
         will find some Bananas at the entrance. Follow down the path to find 
         a trail of 10 Bananas. 

------------------------------------- 
Regular Banana Locations - Diddy Kong 
------------------------------------- 

#1-10: First, head to the Lighthouse Area. Once there, go onto the platform 
       with the Lighthouse, and look around for another platform (there's two). 
       One has a Kong Barrel. Jump inside to get on Diddy's Jetpack! Fly up to 
       the top of the Lighthouse, where you'll find two Banana Bunches around 
       the Lighthouse. 

#11-20: Do the same things described above in the same area, but don't go to 
        the top of the Lighthouse. Instead, fly around the area until you see 
        a black cage. Land on it, and then look around for a Banana Balloon. 
        Shoot it to get 10 Bananas. 

#21-30: Take the northernmost path in the main hallway. Once you do so, head 
        all the way west until you spot a cannon. Enter it, and as you shoot 
        up, you'll collect two Banana Bunches. 

#31-40: Head to the main water area. Once there, swim to the northeast. You 
        will come to several platforms sticking up, with Instrument Pads on 
        each one. Get onto the top platform and look around for a Banana 
        Balloon. Shoot it for 10 Bananas. 

#41-60: Again, head to the main water area. Then, swim directly north of where 
        you enter the area, and then go underwater. Swim towards what appears 
        to be a hole. However, when you get closer, you'll see a gate covering 
        the hole. Around this cage are four Banana Bunches. 

#61-64: First, enter Diddy's section of the sunken ship in the main water area 
        (see his Golden Bananas section). Once you're there, you'll find a 
        trail of Bananas as you go along the path. 

#65-74: These are found in the same area described above. In the main area of 
        the ship, you'll find more Bananas throughout the room. 

#75-84: In the main water area, swim northwest to find a ship half-buried into 
        the ground. Swim near that ship, dive underwater, and then head towards 
        the bottom of the ground, around the ship. There are Bananas here. 

#85-90: Head to the main water area once again. First, you must do Enguarde's 
        task for this room (see the 'Locating Enguarde' section above). After 
        you do that, swim through the northernmost tunnel underwater, in that 
        area. As you swim down the path, you'll find five Bananas. 

#91-100: Head through the same tunnel described above. In that new room, you 
         will see a treasure chest to the north. Around it is a Banana Balloon. 
         Simply stand on one of the stack of coins in the room, take out your 
         Shooter, and shoot the Balloon for 10 Bananas. 

------------------------------------- 



Regular Banana Locations - Lanky Kong 
------------------------------------- 

#1-5: From the entrance of the level, you will see a trail of single Bananas. 
      Simply follow the path and collect these Bananas. 

#6-25: Take the northern path in the main hallway, when the path splits between 
       three areas. Then, head west, and go north of the Launcher Barrel. After 
       punching the gate there as Chunky, shoot the two Banana Balloons inside 
       that area for 20 Bananas. 

#26-35: Head to the main water area. From the entrance of it, stand on the 
        floating box, and look north. Shoot the Banana Balloon there to get ten 
        more Bananas. 

#36-40: Again, head to the main water area. Once there, swim all the way to the 
        northeast, where you'll find some platforms sticking up. On one of them 
        is a Trombone Pad. A Banana Bunch is on top of it. 

#41-55: First, enter Lanky's part of the sunken ship (see his Golden Bananas 
        section for more info). Once inside, swim into the main room of the 
        ship, and search around. You'll find lots of Bananas. 

#56-60: In the main water area, swim near the Enguarde Crate. Under it (the 
        crate is at the top of the sunken ship in the middle), there is a 
        Banana Bunch there. 

#61-65: Enter Lanky's part of the half-buried ship in the main water area (see 
        his Golden Bananas section). Inside that ship, there's more Bananas. 

#66-70: Enter the same place described above. Inside, there is a Banana Bunch 
        you will find through little searching. 

#71-75: First, enter the room where there are lots of stacks of coins (see the 
        'Locating Enguarde' section of the level above, to see how to access 
        this room). Once inside, head to the western part. As you go up using 
        the Lanky Pads, you will find seperate Bananas atop the stack of coins. 

#76-80: Head to the Lighthouse Area. Once there, dive underwater, and swim 
        directly south of where you enter the area. Once you see a floor, you 
        will find an Enguarde Crate. Below it is a Banana Bunch, 

#81-100: Head to the same area described above, and swim into the Enguarde 
         Crate. With Enguarde, swim to the left and right of where the crate 
         was, to find some treasure chests. Peck them with B to break them 
         open, revealing Bananas. After breaking all of the chests in that 
         area, turn back into Lanky and collect the Bananas. 

------------------------------------ 
Regular Banana Locations - Tiny Kong 
------------------------------------ 

#1-5: First, head to the main hallway. Where the path splits, take the northern 
      path to a new area. Look around nearby for a Launcher Barrel. Enter it, 
      and you'll be shot up to the top of a broken ship. Now, you will see some 
      vines. Swing across each one until you get to the next platform, then you 
      will find a Banana Bunch by Bananaporter #3. 

#6-8: Head to the same area described above. Once there, look to the left. You 



      will see a trail of Bananas you can grab on the walkway. 

#9-23: Start by heading to the entrance of the level. Once there, take the east 
       path you'll see. Shoot the two Pineapple Switches as Chunky to lower the 
       gate, revealing the room. Return here with Tiny with the water raised. 
       In that room, swim north and jump onto the walkway. There are a few 
       Banana Bunches near this walkway! 

#24-28: In the main hallway, take the eastern path when the path splits in 
        three directions. While going down the hallway, you'll find a few more 
        single Bananas. 

#29-32: Do the same thing as described above, but instead of taking the east 
        path, take the western path instead. You'll find more single Bananas. 

#33-42: Enter Tiny's part of the sunken ship (see her Golden Bananas section). 
        Once there, follow along the path until you get to a big room. In that 
        room, swim around and you'll find two Banana Bunches. 

#43-50: Head to the same area described above. While swimming down the path, 
        you will find a few seperate single Bananas. 

#51-60: Enter Tiny's part of the half-buried ship. Follow along the path, and 
        in the big room, swim around until you find two Banana Bunches. 

#61-65: Head to the Lighthouse Area. Make sure the water level is raised. Swim 
        to the platform with Snide's HQ (see the 'Locating Snide's HQ' section 
        of this level), where you'll find Bananaporter #3. Above it is a Banana 
        Bunch for you. 

#66-75: Go to the same area/platform described above. Once on there, you will 
        find a Banana Balloon floating around Snide's HQ. Shoot it for ten more 
        regular Bananas! 

#76-85: Head to the Lighthouse Area, and make sure the water level is lowered. 
        Swim just west of where you enter the area, and you'll come to a small 
        alcove. Jump into it, where you'll find a Banana Balloon floating. 
        Shoot it for 10 Bananas. 

#86-90: First, head to the main water area. After opening the gate through the 
        tunnel using Enguarde (see the 'Locating Enguarde' section of this 
        level), swim through the northernmost tunnel underwater in that area. 
        Go through the tunnel, and into a new room. In that room is a big 
        treasure chest. Near it is a Banana Bunch. 

#91-100: Head to the same area described above. In the left corner of the room 
         is a Banana Balloon. With the water raised, stand on one of the stack 
         of coins, and shoot the Banana Balloon for 10 Bananas. 

-------------------------------------- 
Regular Banana Locations - Chunky Kong 
-------------------------------------- 

#1-10: Start by heading to the entrance of the level. Once there, turn right, 
       and you'll see a gate. Shoot the two Pineapple Switches near the gate, 
       and the gate will lower, revealing a new room. With the water level 
       raised, swim into that room, and get on the walkway there. Get on the 
       western platform, at the end of the room, and you'll find a Banana 
       Balloon. Shoot it to get 10 Bananas. 



#11-12: Head to the main hallway. By the Tag Barrel, you'll see a trail of 
        a couple of Bananas going north into the next area. 

#13-17: Head to the same area described above, then head slightly north in 
        the northern area, past the Launcher Barrel. Then, head east and into 
        a new room, where you'll find a trail of Bananas along the way. 

#18-22: Head to the same area/room described above. You'll find more Bananas 
        after the first trail of them. 

#23-25: Again, head to the northern area in the main hallway. Enter the first 
        Launcher Barrel you see, then you'll be shot up to some vines. Swing 
        across each one, and when you get to the next platform, head east. Go 
        across that walkway to find some more Bananas. 

#26-35: Head to the main water area. Once there, swim to the northeast, where 
        you will come to several platforms sticking up out of the water. Jump 
        on the highest one, and look for a Banana Balloon near the ledges. 
        Shoot it for 10 Bananas. 

#36-40: Go to the main water area. Once you are there, swim to the northwest, 
        where you'll find a floating platform with Bananaporter #2 on it. Stand 
        on it, and get the Banana Bunch in the air (if you can't reach it, then 
        do a backflip). 

#41-50: Get on the same platform described above. Look just north of the ledge 
        you're on, and you'll see a Banana Balloon. Shoot it for 10 Bananas. 

#51-65: Again, head to the main water area. Once there, head to the sunken ship 
        in the middle. Dive underwater, and swim down to the floor, by the very 
        bottom of the ship. Swim around it, and you'll find three Banana 
        Bunches under one of the platforms. 

#66-90: After activating the Lighthouse, enter the big ship in the Lighthouse 
        Area (see Chunky's Golden Bananas section of the level). Inside the 
        ship, you'll find five Banana Bunches! 

#91-100: Head to the Lighthouse Area. Dive underwater, and swim down to where 
         the bottom of the Lighthouse platform is. Around it are 10 Bananas. 

Fungi Forest 
------------ 

-------------------------------------- 
Regular Banana Locations - Donkey Kong 
-------------------------------------- 

#1-15: Go to the Mushroom Tower. Once there, have the three Launcher Barrels 
       appear throughout the tower by shooting the five Shooter Switches on the 
       red wall, near where you enter. Once you do that, go up to the first 
       barrel, and enter it. As you're shot through three barrels to the top of 
       the tower, you'll collect three Banana Bunches. 

#16-30: Go to the middle floor of the Mushroom Tower outside, by using the 
        several ladders on the inside of the tower. The first exit you'll come 
        to takes you to the middle floor outside. Once there, circle around the 
        walkway. You'll collect some Bananas. There's also some up a ladder 



        that is found around this walkway somewhere. Climb up it to find some 
        more Bananas. 

#31-40: Get to the fourth floor of the Mushroom Tower outside. Once there, go 
        around the walkway until you find these. 

#41-45: At the very top of the Mushroom Tower, head to the southern walkway. 
        You will find two Banana Bunches there. 

#46-50: From the start of the level, take the tunnel that leads to the first 
        barn in the level (see the 'Locating the First Barn' section of this 
        level). While going down that tunnel, you'll find these Bananas. 

#51-55: From the start of the level, take the tunnel that leads to the area 
        where the Mushroom Tower is located (see the 'Locating the Mushroom 
        Tower' section of the level). As you go down the path, you'll find 
        these Bananas. 

#56-60: These can be found on top of the first Bananaporter #5, which is found 
        in the area where the Mushroom Tower is located. 

#61-70: First, head to the first barn area. Once there, head to the western 
        part of the area, and take the path there to a big building. Behind 
        that building, there is a Banana Balloon floating in the air. Shoot it 
        for 10 Bananas. 

#71-75: Go to the first barn area. Once there, jump onto the platform where the 
        barn is located. Go around that platform, and you'll find an entrance 
        to the barn. Head inside. Once inside, head to the northeastern corner, 
        where stacks of boxes are. Jump onto the boxes, and then jump onto the 
        box with a ? Mark on it. Pound it, and a switch will be revealed, with 
        a Banana Bunch on the top. 

#76-85: Do the same things described above. Once you do that, pound the blue 
        DK Switch to open the gate in this area. Quickly enter the gate, and 
        you'll be in a new room. There's a Banana Balloon in this room, so 
        shoot it for 10 Bananas. 

#86-90: First, head towards the second barn in the level (see the 'Locating the 
        Second Barn section of the level). While going down the path, you will 
        find a few Bananas. 

#91-95: Head to the same area described above. Once there, approach the barn, 
        and go around it until you spot a DK Switch. There is a Banana Bunch on 
        the switch, but you'll need to enter the Kong Barrel around the barn to 
        get around safely. 

#96-100: Do the same things described above, then pound the DK Switch the last 
         set of Bananas were on, and the barn will open. Make your way around 
         the barn, then enter it when you can. From there, search around in the 
         barn until you see a box with a ? Mark on it. Perform a Simian Slam on 
         it, and a DK Switch will be revealed, with a Banana Bunch on it. 

------------------------------------- 
Regular Banana Locations - Diddy Kong 
------------------------------------- 

#1-10: Head to the main area (the first area you start in). Once there, look 
       around the grass near the Bananaporters for a red mushroom. Jump on it, 



       and you'll collect two Banana Bunches, and enter a Kong Barrel. 

#11-15: Head to the same area described above. Then, look around for the fourth 
        Bananaporter. There is a Banana Bunch on top of it. 

#16-22: First, enter the Mushroom Tower. Once inside, head up the tower via the 
        ladders; NOT via the cannons. When you come to the first exit, head 
        outside. Once there, go around the walkway until you see a ladder. 
        Climb it, and when you're on the next platform, you'll see another one. 
        Climb that one, too, then go through the next entrance. Inside the 
        tower again, you'll see a green platform in the middle. On that thing, 
        there are some Bananas. 

#23-32: Do the same things described above, but make your way to the very top 
        of the Mushroom Tower. Once there, head outside at the top, and circle 
        around the walkway, collecting the Bananas. 

#33-42: Head to the area where the Mushroom Tower is. Behind the tower is a 
        grassy field with a red mushroom up the field. Jump on the mushroom to 
        collect two Banana Bunches. 

#43-52: Begin by heading to the area where the Mushroom Tower is located. Once 
        you are there, head all the way east until you see another tunnel. Go 
        down it, and you'll end up in a big forest area. Head north, and you'll 
        see a huge tree in the middle. Around that tree, there are Bananas. 

#53-57: Head to the same area described above. Head to the northeastern part of 
        the area, and you'll see a Kong Barrel in the fields. Jump into the 
        barrel to get a Jetpack. Fly to the top of the tree in this area, and 
        you will find a Banana Bunch. 

#58-62: Head to the same area described above. Once there, head north to the 
        big tree. You will find a Banana Bunch on top of Bananaporter #4. 

#63-72: Head to the area where Snide's HQ is located. Once there, you will find 
        a Banana Bunch by his hideout. Shoot it for 10 Bananas. 

#73-82: First, go to the first barn area, and make sure it is nighttime. Once 
        there, get onto the platform where the barn is located, then head 
        around the barn until you see a cord-like thing. Jump on it, and climb 
        it to the top. Now, look around for a blue Diddy Switch on the top. 
        With the Super Simian Slam ability, pound the switch to open a door 
        on the building. Hop off the ledge with the switch, and look around the 
        platform for a door, then go through. Shoot the Banana Balloon inside 
        for 10 Bananas. 

#83-85: Head to the first barn area. Once there, head all the way to the left, 
        then take the passage there, to a big building. Once there, head to the 
        left side of the building, and you'll see some Bananas. Simply backflip 
        onto the boxes to get them. 

#86-90: Do the same things described above. On the last box, use the Diddy Pad 
        to launch in the air. You will see a Banana Bunch, so grab it. 

#91-95: Do the same things described above. Once you're on top of the last box, 
        use the Diddy Pad to reach the alcove. Head inside. Once inside, play 
        the Guitar on the Guitar Pad to make Squawks appear, and light your 
        way. Now, go across the narrow walkway, and you will find a Banana 
        Bunch in the middle-left part of the walkway. 



#96-100: Do the same things described above. Inside the house, head to the 
         easternmost part of the walkway, near the end. You'll find a Banana 
         Bunch there. Make your way there and grab it. 

------------------------------------- 
Regular Banana Locations - Lanky Kong 
------------------------------------- 

#1-5: Head to the main area where you first start the level in. Head around the 
      Clock Tower until you find Bananaporter #3 with a Banana Bunch on top. 

#6-15: Go to the area where the Mushroom Tower is located. Once there, get on 
       the platform that the tower is on, then circle around the tower to find 
       some Bananas. 

#16-20: Head to the same area described above. Once there, go to the tunnel 
        leading to the big tree area. However, instead of going inside it, go 
        onto the tall mushroom near the tunnel. Climb it to the top, and you 
        will find a Banana Bunch. 

#21-30: Do the same things described above. Instead of going up the mushroom, 
        go through the tunnel. You'll find some Bananas. 

#31-40: First, begin by heading inside the Mushroom Tower. Once inside it, 
        look up. You'll see a Banana Balloon, so shoot it for 10 Bananas. 

#41-50: Do the same thing described above. Now, go up one of the ramps that 
        lead to the Launcher Barrel. Enter the barrel, and you'll shoot 
        through several and end up at the top. Look around from where you land 
        for a Banana Balloon. Shoot it for 10 Bananas. 

#51-55: Head to the very top of the Mushroom Tower, outside. Once on the small 
        walkway, use the Orang-stand ability to climb up the Mushroom Tower, to 
        the very top. Pound the Lanky Switch there to open two doors. Slide 
        back down to the walkway, then locate one of the doors. One of them has 
        a picture of all five Kongs inside. There's a Banana Bunch in here. 

#56-65: Do the same things described above. But instead of entering the door 
        with the five Kongs, enter the other door. In that room, you will find 
        two Banana Bunches. 

#66-70: If you do the same things described above, you will find a Banana Bunch 
        on the top of the Lanky Switch at the top of the Mushroom Tower. 

#71-75: First, head to the first barn area. Once there, get onto the platform 
        where the barn is located, and go around the barn until you spot a 
        Lanky Pad. Use it, and as you float, you'll collect a Banana Bunch. 

#76-80: Do the same things described above. While floating, float to the lower 
        part of the roof, and deflate onto it. If it is nighttime, look around 
        the side of the roof to find an alcove. By the entrance to the alcove 
        is a Banana Bunch. 

#81-85: Do the same thing described above, but this time, enter inside the 
        small alcove. You will find a Banana Bunch inside this small room. 

#86-89: Do the same things described above, but don't enter the alcove. While 
        you are floating, float to the lower part of the roof, and deflate onto 
        it. There are a few single Bananas on this roof. 



#90-92: Do the same thing described above, but instead of using the Lanky Pad, 
        go around the barn. You'll come to a cord-like thing, sticking out of 
        the grate (unless you raised the grate as Diddy). Jump onto the cord, 
        and climb it to collect some Bananas. 

#93-95: First, head to the first barn area. Once there, head east of where you 
        enter the area, and you'll come to another tunnel. Go through this 
        tunnel. At the end of the tunnel, you'll end up in a forest-like area. 
        Now, head to the northwestern part, and follow the path to a Trombone 
        Pad. On the way there, you'll find some Bananas. 

#96-100: Do the same things described above. When you find the Trombone Pad, 
         you'll find a Banana Bunch on top of it. 

------------------------------------ 
Regular Banana Locations - Tiny Kong 
------------------------------------ 

#1-5: From the start of the level, head east. The last tall mushroom there has 
      a Banana Bunch on top of it. 

#6-10: Head to the area where the Mushroom Tower is located. Once there, enter 
       inside the Mushroom Tower. Once inside, look around for a nearby Tiny 
       Switch. There is a Banana Bunch on top of it. 

#11-20: Head to the same area described above. Make your way up the tower, via 
        the ladders. Proceed through the first exit you come to, and you'll end 
        up on a walkway outside. Once there, head around the walkway until you 
        come to a Kasplat. Near it is a Banana Balloon. Shoot it, and you'll 
        get 10 Bananas. 

#21-25: Go to the area where the second Bananaporter #4 is. Once there, head 
        all the way north in that area, and you'll come to a small tree thing. 
        Continue north, and behind the tree thing, you'll find a Kong Barrel. 
        Enter it to shrink, then head back in front of the tree. There is a 
        stump near it. Jump on it, and play the Saxophone on the Saxophone Pad. 
        Squawks will come down and take you into the tree. You'll find a 
        Banana Bunch near the hole. 

#26-33: Go to the same place described above. Once there, you will find several 
        seperate Bananas lying around the brown tree. 

#34-38: Start by heading to the area you started in. From the DK Portal, head 
        east, and go down the tunnel there. You'll end up in an area where 
        Funky's Store is located. On the way, you'll find a few Bananas. 

#39-43: Head to the same area described above. From the entrance to the area, 
        go west, and you'll spot a tall mushroom. Climb it to the top, and you 
        will find a Banana Bunch. 

#44-48: Head to the same area described above. From the entrance to Funky's 
        Store, go west, and you'll spot a tall mushroom. Climb it to the top, 
        and you will find a Banana Bunch. 

#49-53: Head to the same area described above. From the entrance to Funky's 
        Store, go east, and you'll spot a tall mushroom. Climb it to the top, 
        and you will find a Banana Bunch. 



#54-70: Head to the area where the first barn is located. From there, jump 
        into the water around the barn. Dive underwater, and you'll find a 
        bunch of single Bananas going around the water. 

#71-80: Go to the second barn area. Once there, go around the wall of vines, 
        and you'll come to an enclosed area. In that area, there is a Banana 
        Balloon. Shoot it for 10 Bananas. 

#81-85: First, head to the first barn area. Once there, enter inside the barn. 
        When you're inside, head to the northeast corner of the room. You'll 
        see a hole that only shrinked Tiny can enter. By the hole, there is a 
        Banana Bunch there. 

#86-90: Do the same things described above. However, jump onto the stack of 
        boxes, and enter the Tiny Barrel at the top. Once inside, drop down, 
        and head to the tiny hole. Go through it. In this next room, go to the 
        left side of the room to find more Bananas. 

#91-95: Head to the same room described above. Once there, look around the room 
        for a moon symbol above an entrance (it will have web across it, if it 
        is currently daytime). Near the entrance is a Banana Bunch. 

#96-100: Do the same thing described above, but make sure it is nighttime. If 
         it is, go through the entrance. You'll be in a room with a giant 
         spider. In this room, there's a Banana Bunch. 

-------------------------------------- 
Regular Banana Locations - Chunky Kong 
-------------------------------------- 

#1-5: From the start of the level, head north and over to the Clock Tower. You 
      will find a Banana Bunch on top of Bananaporter #2. 

#6-10: From the start of the level, head to the northeastern part of the area. 
       You will find a well. Jump into it, and you'll find a Banana Bunch above 
       the grate blocking the entrance to the well. 

#11-13: Enter the Mushroom Tower, first of all. Once there, begin climbing up 
        the tower via the ladders. As you climb up the first ladder, you will 
        collect some Bananas. 

#14-18: Do the same thing described above. After climbing the first ladder, go 
        west. There is a Banana Bunch here. 

#19-21: Do the same thing described above. When you come to the next ladder, 
        climb it to find more Bananas. 

#22-26: Do the same thing described above. When you come to an exit leading 
        outside, you'll find a Banana Bunch. 

#27-29: Do the same thing described above. This time, take the exit that leads 
        outside. Once outside, head west around the walkway until you come to a 
        ladder. Climb it, and then climb the next ladder. Go through the next 
        entrance. In the tower again, head east and climb the ladder there. You 
        will collect more Bananas. 

#30-34: Again, do the same thing described above. After collecting the Bananas 
        on the ladder, go across the walkway to find a Banana Bunch. 



#35-37: Do the same thing described above. When you come to another ladder, go 
        behind it. Climb it from there, and collect the Bananas. 

#38-40: As always, do the same thing described above. When you come to yet 
        another ladder, climb it for yet more Bananas. 

#41-45: Do the same thing described above. However, this time, drop down to the 
        previous ledge, and go to the end of the walkway (you'll see what I am 
        talking about). You'll find a vine. Jump on it and swing from each one, 
        until you get to the next platform. There's a Banana Bunch there. 

#46-55: If it is nighttime, go through the entrance on the ledge described 
        above. Outside, on the small walkway, there is a Banana Balloon that's 
        floating around. Shoot it to get 10 Bananas. 

#56-58: Do the same things described in Bananas #38-40. Once you do that, 
        proceed up the walkway some more. When you get to another ladder, climb 
        it for more Bananas. 

#59-61: Do the same thing described above. Once you get to the next ladder that 
        is across the walkway, climb it for yet more Bananas. 

#62-66: Do the same thing described above. When you reach the top floor of the 
        Mushroom Tower, you'll find a Banana Bunch near the exit. 

#67-71: First, head to the very top of the Mushroom Tower, and get outside on 
        the walkway. Now, head around the walkway, and you'll spot a blue 
        Chunky Switch. Pound it, and the door in front of you will open. Enter 
        inside, and you will find a Banana Bunch on top of the Chunky Switch. 

#72-81: Do the same thing described above. In that room, there is also a Banana 
        Balloon floating around. Shoot it to get 10 Bananas. 

#82-86: Head to the area where the first barn is located. Now, go around the 
        entrance to the barn, and you'll come to a door with a crack on it. Use 
        a Primate Punch on the door to bust it open, then head inside. Once 
        you're inside, go to the southeast corner of the room, and you'll see 
        a big box with a ? Mark on it. Use a Primate Punch to break it open, 
        revealing a Triangle Pad. There's a Banana Bunch on this pad. 

#87-91: Go to the area where Funky's Store is located. Now, go to where the 
        second Bananaporter #2 is. On top of it is a Banana Bunch. 

#92-100: Head to the same area described above. Once there, head to the middle 
         of the area, and you'll find a few mad tomatoes that attack you. You 
         will also see Bananas around the middle, so collect them. 

Crystal Caves 
------------- 

-------------------------------------- 
Regular Banana Locations - Donkey Kong 
-------------------------------------- 

#1-10: From where you enter the level, head directly north. You'll find an ice 
       wall with a crack in it. Bring Chunky here, and use a Primate Punch to 
       break it open, revealing a path. With DK, head down this path, and at 
       the end of it, you'll find a Banana Balloon. Shoot it for 10 Bananas. 



#11-15: From the start of the level, head northeast and down the path. Then, 
        when you come to a Tag Barrel, you'll see a Banana Bunch on top of 
        the Bananaporter #1. 

#16-20: Go to the area where Candy's Musical Store is located. Once there, head 
        west of her store to find a big building. Go north towards the house, 
        and you'll see a Bongo Blast Pad near the western door. On top of that 
        pad is a Banana Bunch. 

#21-25: Do the same things described above, but stand on the Bongo Blast Pad, 
        and play the Bongo Blast. Doing this will cause the western door to 
        open up, so enter it. Inside this area, you'll find a Banana Bunch if 
        you look around. Beware of the traps on the floor, though. 

#26-30: Head to the area where the second Bananaporter #2 is located. Once 
        you're there, take the western path, and go across the wooden plank. 
        You'll find a Bongo Blast Pad. Play the Bongo Blast while on it, and 
        the door in front of you will open. Head inside. Inside this room, you 
        will find a Banana Bunch. 

#31-35: Head to the area where Cranky's Lab is located. Once there, head north 
        and across the walkway, to find a few seperate Bananas. 

#36-55: Do the same thing described above. In the middle of the walkway, you 
        will find a DK Pad. Stand on it, and press Z to launch into another 
        barrel-blasting game. As you blast through several barrels, you'll 
        find (and probably collect) four Banana Bunches. 

#56-58: Head to the same area described above, but do not launch into the 
        barrel-blasting game. Instead, head all the way north, and you'll come 
        to a cracked ice wall. With Chunky, break it using a Primate Punch, 
        then head inside with DK. As you go down the path, you will find a 
        couple of Bananas. 

#59-68: Head to the same room described above. Once you go down the path, you 
        will be in a small room. In this room is a Banana Balloon. Shoot the 
        balloon for 10 Bananas. 

#69-78: Go to the area where the igloo is located. After making the five 
        Instrument Pads appear, stand on the Bongo Blast Pad and play the Bongo 
        Blast, to open the entrance. Head inside. In this room, you will find a 
        Banana Balloon. Shoot it to get ten more Bananas. 

#79-83: Head to the same area described above. From where you enter the igloo, 
        backflip onto the top of the entrance to find a Banana Bunch. 

#84-90: Head to the same area described above. Make your way through the ice 
        maze. As you progress through the maze, you'll find some more Bananas. 

#91-95: Go to the area where the igloo is located, once again. Once there, get 
        on the platform with the igloo, and you'll find a circle of Bananas 
        around the igloo. 

#96-100: Head to the same area described above. Head west of the igloo, and you 
         should find a platform with Bananaporter #1 on it. On top of that 
         platform is a Banana Bunch on top of the Bananaporter. 

------------------------------------- 



Regular Banana Locations - Diddy Kong 
------------------------------------- 

#1-5: Head to where Funky's Store is. When you get there, head north down the 
      walkway to find a few single Bananas, 

#6-10: On your way to the Kong Barrel where Funky's Store is, you will collect 
       a Banana Bunch. 

#11-15: First, you must use the first Bananaporter #4 after activating both of 
        them, to teleport to a room only accessible via the Bananaporter (with 
        the exception of Tiny). Around the walls of this room, there are some 
        single Bananas. 

#16-20: For these, head to the area where Funky's Store is located. Then, look 
        north, where the waterfall is. You'll see a Bonus Barrel with a Banana 
        Bunch under it. Head north and across the walkway, then enter the Kong 
        Barrel to get a Jetpack. Fly to the Banana Bunch. 

#21-25: Head to the area where Candy's Musical Store is located at. From there, 
        head west, and then you'll come to a big building. Get onto the second 
        ledge of it, and then play the Guitar Gazump on the Guitar Pad near the 
        door. When the door opens, head inside. In here, head around the room 
        and collect the single Bananas. 

#26-30: Enter the same area described above. Once in there, head around the 
        room some more until you find a Kong Barrel, then enter it. With the 
        Jetpack, fly onto the central platform to find a Banana Bunch. 

#31-35: Head to the same building described above, but enter the highest door 
        instead of the lower one. Once inside the door, use the Kong Barrel in 
        that room to get a Jetpack, then fly to the first candle in the room. 
        A Banana Bunch is on the candle. 

#36-40: Head to the same room described above. Once there, use the Jetpack to 
        fly to the second candle, to find another Banana Bunch. 

#41-50: Enter Diddy's part of the igloo, in the area where the igloo is. Once 
        inside, look around for a Banana Balloon. Shoot it for 10 Bananas. 

#51-55: Head to the same area described above, but do not enter the igloo. 
        Instead, enter the Kong Barrel that is across from Cranky's Lab, then 
        fly to the igloo area. Once there, fly around the area until you see a 
        high ledge with a Banana Bunch. 

#56-60: Do the same things described above, and make sure you still have your 
        Jetpack on. Then, fly around the area, and above the big ice dome that 
        holds a Golden Banana and a Tiny Pad. You'll find a Banana Bunch. 

#61-65: Do the same things described above, and make sure you still have your 
        Jetpack on. Then, fly above the igloo to find a DK Star, with a Banana 
        Bunch inside of it. 

#66-70: Do the same things described above, and make sure you still have your 
        Jetpack on. Then, fly around the igloo area, and fly above the ice dome 
        holding a Golden Banana. You'll find a Banana Bunch above it. 

#71-75: Fly to the first Bananaporter #4 using the Kong Barrel across from 
        Cranky's Lab. With the Jetpack, fly all the way west, and you'll see a 
        big pillar sticking out of the water. On top of Bananaporter #4 is a 



        Banana Bunch. 

#76-80: Do the same thing described above, but use Bananaporter #4 to warp to 
        a new room. When you land on the second Bananaporter, you will collect 
        a Banana Bunch. 

#81-90: Do the same thing described above. When you warp to the new room, stand 
        on Bananaporter #4 again. As you warp, hold Z. When you warp to the 
        tall pillar, take out your shooter and look around. Shoot the Banana 
        Balloon you'll see for 10 Bananas. 

#91-100: Head to the area where Candy's Musical Store is located. From her 
         store, head west and to the large building. Head to the northwestern 
         corner of the building, and jump from the boxes to the higher ledge. 
         Make your way to the highest ledge, by using the box in the corner 
         after getting on the second ledge. Look around for a Banana Balloon, 
         then shoot it for 10 Bananas. 

------------------------------------- 
Regular Banana Locations - Lanky Kong 
------------------------------------- 

#1-5: From the start of the level, follow down the path. You will find five 
      seperate Bananas. 

#6-25: First, make sure you have the first Bananaporter #5 activated. If you 
       don't, activate it. With it activated, get out Diddy Kong, and head to 
       the area where Funky's Store is located. From there, head north across 
       the walkway by Funky's Store, and you'll find a Kong Barrel. Enter it, 
       and with the Jetpack, fly to the high western platform. Activate the 
       Bananaporter, and teleport by using the first one with Lanky. On this 
       platform are four Banana Bunches. 

#26-35: Head to the area where the ice castle is located. Once there, look 
        around the castle until you find a Lanky Switch. Pound it, and the 
        door of the castle will open. Head inside. In this room of the castle, 
        there is a Banana Balloon. Shoot it for 10 Bananas. 

#36-40: Head to the same area described above. Now, look around for another 
        Lanky Switch, and pound it to open the roof of the castle. Quickly look 
        around for a Lanky Pad, then stand on it and float to the roof. Deflate 
        down into the hole, collecting a Banana Bunch. 

#41-50: Now, head to the area where Candy's Musical Store is located. North of 
        her store is a waterfall. A trail of Bananas underwater starts at that 
        waterfall, so swim underwater and get them. 

#51-60: Go to the same place described above, but head east of Candy's Musical 
        Store. Then, get on the edge of the platform, and look down at the 
        waterfall. Shoot the Banana Balloon there for 10 Bananas. 

#61-65: Go to the same area described above. Instead of going to the waterfall, 
        head up the nearby ledges and get on the platform. Now, take the north 
        walkway, then go to the eastern side of the building. There is a Lanky 
        Pad there. Use it to float up onto the building, where you will find a 
        Banana Bunch on top of the Trombone Pad. 

#66-70: Do the same things described above. Then, stand on the Trombone Pad and 
        play the Trombone. Doing this will cause the door of the lodge to open. 



        Drop off of the roof, and head inside. On top of the Lanky Switch in 
        this room is a Banana Bunch. 

#71-85: Head to the area where Cranky's Lab is located. Once there, head across 
        the walkway until you find a Lanky Pad. Stand on it, and use it to 
        float in the air. Head north towards the igloo area while floating to 
        find three Banana Bunches in the air! 

#85-90: First, head to the igloo area. Once there, make sure you have made all 
        five Instrument Pads appear. Once you've done that, then play the 
        Trombone on the Trombone Pad near the igloo to open the entrance. Go 
        inside, and defeat the enemies to make a Lanky Pad appear. Use it to 
        float up the ledges, where you'll find five Bananas along the way. 

#91-100: Head to the same area described above. At the top of all of the ledges, 
         look around for a Banana Balloon. Shoot it for 10 Bananas. 

------------------------------------ 
Regular Banana Locations - Tiny Kong 
------------------------------------ 

#1-10: Go to the room where the second Bananaporter #4 is located. Once there, 
       look around in that room for a Banana Balloon. Shoot it for 10 Bananas. 

#11-20: Go to the area where Candy's Musical Store is located. Then, go west of 
        her store, and you'll come to a big building. In the northwest corner 
        of the building are some ledges. Jump up them, then look around for a 
        Saxophone Pad. Stand on it, and play the Saxophone to open the nearby 
        door. Head inside, and look around for a Banana Balloon. Shoot it to 
        get 10 Bananas. 

#21-30: Head to the same area described above. Once in that place, look around, 
        and somewhere in the room, you'll find two Banana Bunches. 

#31-40: Instead of going to the big building near Candy's Musical Store, go 
        east of her store. You'll come to some ledges. Jump up them, then onto 
        the platform. Then, go north and across the walkway. Go across the 
        northern walkway, where you'll see a Kasplat. Around that platform is a 
        Banana Balloon. Shoot it for 10 Bananas. 

#41-46: Go to the area where you start the level. Then, drop into the water 
        north of the Bananaporters, and follow the water path north. Underwater 
        are some single Bananas leading towards the walkway where you find 
        Cranky's Lab at. 

#47-51: First, get onto the platform where Cranky's Lab is located. East of the 
        platorm with his lab, there is a platform. Fly to it, and then you'll 
        see a nearby hole, and a Kong Barrel. Enter the Kong Barrel, and while 
        you're shrunk, go through the hole. In that room, there is a Banana 
        Bunch near the Bonus Barrel. 

#52-55: Go to the area where the igloo is located. By the platform with the 
        igloo, there are several Bananas underwater. Follow the path of these 
        Bananas and collect them. 

#56-65: Enter Tiny's part of the igloo. Once inside, look around the area for 
        a Banana Balloon. Shoot it for 10 Bananas. 

#66-70: Enter the same place described above. Then, while you're inside that 



        room, you'll find a Banana Bunch. 

#71-75: Go to the igloo area. Now, swim west of the igloo, and you'll see a 
        couple of platforms. One of them has Bananaporter #3 on it. Get on it, 
        and you'll find a Banana Bunch on top of Bananaporter #3. 

#76-80: For these Bananas, you have to be inside the big ice dome to the left 
        of the igloo (see Tiny's Golden Bananas to see how to get in there). 
        Once inside, you'll find a Banana Bunch. 

#81-100: Make your way to the area where you kill that huge enemy that makes 
         the stalactites fall. Once in there, you will find four Banana Bunches 
         around the platform. 

-------------------------------------- 
Regular Banana Locations - Chunky Kong 
-------------------------------------- 

#1-3: Start by heading to the same area you started in. From where you start 
      the level, head directly north to find an ice wall with a crack in it. 
      Use a Primate Punch on the wall, then proceed through the new path to 
      find some Bananas. 

#4-8: Head to the same room described above. In that room, you will find a 
      Banana Bunch on the Chunky Pad. 

#9-13: From the start of the level, head northeast and to the first Tag Barrel. 
       Left of the Tag Barrel, there is Bananaporter #2. On top of it, there is 
       a Banana Bunch. 

#14-18: Go to the area where the ice castle is located. Head west of the ice 
        castle, and go across the walkway. In the middle of the platform, there 
        is a boulder. Lift it to reveal a Banana Bunch. 

#19-21: Head to the same area described above. From where the boulder was, head 
        north and across the wooden plank. You'll get some Bananas. 

#22-26: Again, head to the same area described above. After crossing the wooden 
        plank, you will find a Banana Bunch on top of the Boulder Switch. 

#27-46: Enter Chunky's part of the five-door house. Once inside, you will find 
        four Banana Bunches near the Bonus Barrel. 

#47-51: Go to the area where Candy's Musical Store is located. From where her 
        store is located, head east. When you come to the ledges, jump up them, 
        then get onto the platform. Go north and across the walkway, and you'll 
        find a Banana Bunch on top of Bananaporter #2. 

#52-54: Head to the area where the first Bananaporter #1 and #2 are at. From 
        there, head east, and eventually you'll come to a cracked ice wall. 
        Primate Punch it to break it open, then follow the path to find some 
        more Bananas. 

#55-64: Head to the same room described above. When you reach Snide's HQ, look 
        around his HQ for a Banana Balloon. Shoot it to get 10 Bananas, 

#65-70: From where Cranky's Lab is at, head north and down the walkway. At the 
        end of the walkway, you'll find an ice wall with a crack in it. Primate 
        Punch it to break it open, then follow the path to a new room. Around 



        the big boulder are some Bananas (see Chunky Kong's Golden Bananas to 
        see how to break the big ice dome around the boulder). 

#71-75: In the same area described above, use the Kong Barrel in the room after 
        breaking the big ice dome. With Hunky Chunky, lift the huge boulder to 
        reveal a Banana Bunch. 

#76-85: First, make sure the first Bananaporter #3 is activated. Then, make the 
        second one appear (see Tiny Kong's Golden Bananas). Once you've got 
        both of them activated, use the Bananaporter to reach a new room. In 
        that room, there is a Banana Balloon. Shoot it for 10 Bananas. 

#86-90: Head to the igloo area. Around the igloo, there is a platform with a 
        big ice dome with some Bananas surrounding the platform. Break the ice 
        dome (see Chunky's Golden Bananas), and get the Bananas. 

#91-100: Enter Chunky's part of the igloo. Once inside, you will find a Banana 
         Balloon in the room. Shoot it to get 10 Bananas. 

Creepy Castle 
------------- 

-------------------------------------- 
Regular Banana Locations - Donkey Kong 
-------------------------------------- 

#1-5: From where you first enter the level, cross the wooden plank there to 
      find five Bananas. 

#6-50: As you follow the path in the castle, follow the trail of Bananas. As 
       you continue to follow the path, and make your way up the castle, you 
       will find a LOT of Bananas. The trail ends once you reach the second 
       Bananaporter #2, sadly. 

#51-55: Head inside the cave where Candy's Musical Store is located. Once in 
        there, follow down the path until you come to a small door. Head inside 
        the door. In this room, head north and you'll come to a red DK Switch. 
        With the Super Duper Simian Slam, pound the switch to open the door. 
        Once inside the room, you will find a Banana Bunch. 

#56-60: Enter the lower catacombs area as Donkey Kong. Once you're inside, head 
        west and down the path. When the path splits, take the eastern path, 
        and you'll find a Banana Bunch at the end of the path, on top of the 
        second Bananaporter #2. 

#61-70: Head to the same area described above. From where Bananaporter #2 is, 
        look at the wall. You will find a Coconut Switch. Shoot the switch, and 
        the wall will lower, revealing a new room. Enter this room, and shoot 
        the Banana Balloon inside for 10 Bananas. 

#71-80: Enter inside the brown tree at the start of the level as Donkey Kong. 
        Once inside, head east and shoot the Coconut Switch there to reveal a 
        new room. Inside, you'll see a Banana Balloon near the Kasplat. Shoot 
        it for 10 Bananas. 

#81-85: Enter the same area described above. Head north of the Kasplat, and 
        drop into the hole there. Now, get on the nearby raft, and you will 
        find a Banana Bunch. 



#86-90: When you're almost up to the top of the castle, you'll come to a red DK 
        Switch. Pound it with the Super Duper Simian Slam, and a door leading 
        to a library will open (see Donkey Kong's Golden Bananas to see how to 
        get in there). Enter the library, and make your way to a room with lots 
        of enemies. Defeat them to reveal a switch. In this room, you will find 
        a Banana Bunch. 

#91-100: Head to the same area described above. Once you defeat the enemies in 
         that room, pound the red DK Switch atop the books to reveal a new room 
         in the library. Enter that room, and you will find two Banana Bunches. 

------------------------------------- 
Regular Banana Locations - Diddy Kong 
------------------------------------- 

#1-10: Head to the cave area where Candy's Musical Store is located. From where 
       you enter the cave, make your way down the path, as if you were going to 
       Candy's Musical Store. Enter the door you'll come across. In that new 
       area, take the eastern path and pound the red Diddy Switch to open the 
       door. In that area is a Banana Balloon. Shoot it for 10 Bananas. 

#11-15: Enter the big skull (the lower catacombs area) with Diddy Kong. Once 
        inside, take the western path, and keep following the path west until 
        you get to the end to find a Banana Bunch. 

#16-25: Go to the same area described above. Once you reach the Bananaporter, 
        look at the wall on the dead end to find a Peanut Switch. Shoot it, and 
        the wall will open, revealing a new room. Head into that room, and use 
        a Chimpy Charge on the switches in a certain incorrect order. When a 
        Banana Balloon appears (it could take awhile), shoot it for 10 Bananas. 

#26-40: Enter the ballroom as Diddy Kong (see his Golden Bananas). Once inside, 
        use the Jetpack to fly up to to the candles, getting Banana Bunches. 

#41-50: Head to the same area described above. In the room with the candles, 
        look around for a Banana Balloon. Shoot it for 10 Bananas. 

#51-60: Go to the room where the big skull is; the area that leads inside the 
        lower catacombs. Once there, look a little south of that skull to find 
        a Banana Balloon floating around. Shoot it for 10 Bananas. 

#61-80: Head inside the cave where Candy's Musical Store is located. Once in 
        there, make your way around the hazy cave until you come to a door. 
        When it opens, head inside. With Chunky, take all three paths in this 
        area, and in each path, look on the left and right walls to find gates. 
        Primate Punch them down. You'll reveal four Banana Bunches for Diddy. 

#81-90: Head to where the second Bananaporter #1 is located. Once there, look 
        above the Bananaporter to find a Banana Balloon. Shoot it to get 10 
        Bananas (you may need to use the Sniper Scope). 

#91-95: Outside, use Bananaporter #2 to teleport up to a Kong Barrel. Enter it, 
        and with the Jetpack, fly up to the very top of the castle, but don't 
        land. Instead, fly all the way up from the top of the castle to find a 
        cloud. On this cloud is a Banana Bunch. 

#96-100: Do the same thing described above. Instead of flying above the top of 
         the castle, fly to Cranky's Lab, and then fly east of his lab. On top 



         of that brown post at the top, there is a Banana Bunch. 

------------------------------------- 
Regular Banana Locations - Lanky Kong 
------------------------------------- 

#1-5: Enter the cave area where Funky's Store is located. Follow the path of 
      the trail of Bananas leading to Funky's Store. 

#6-30: In the same cave described above, there are a few Banana Bunches you 
       will find on the way to Funky's Store. 

#31-40: In the same cave described above, take the eastern path from where you 
        enter. Now, look around the big building thing there, and you'll find a 
        Grape Switch. Shoot it to open the door, then head inside. Make your 
        way to Lanky's room (see his Golden Bananas), and in that room, you'll 
        find a Banana Balloon. Shoot it for 10 Bananas. 

#41-50: Enter the cave where Candy's Musical Store is located. Once in there, 
        go down the path as if you were going to Candy's Musical Store. When 
        you come to a door, enter it. In this area, take the western path down 
        to a red Lanky Switch. Use the Super Duper Simian Slam on the switch to 
        open the door. In that room is a Banana Balloon. Shoot it to get ten 
        more Bananas. 

#51-60: Enter the same area described above. Once in there, you will also see a 
        second Banana Balloon. Shoot it for 10 Bananas. 

#61-90: Outside, use Bananaporter #4 to be teleported near a barn, and a 
        greenhouse. Look around these buildings until you find a red Lanky 
        Switch. Pound it with the Super Duper Simian Slam to open the door to 
        the greenhouse, then head inside. Once inside, go around the maze. 
        There are six Banana Bunches altogether! 

#91-100: At the top of the castle, where Snide's HQ is, there is a Lanky Switch 
         just south of Snide's HQ. Pound it with the Super Duper Simian Slam to 
         open the door. Inside the tower, there is another Banana Balloon. 
         Shoot it for 10 Bananas. 

------------------------------------ 
Regular Banana Locations - Tiny Kong 
------------------------------------ 

#1-50: Go to the area where the first five Bananaporters are located. From 
       there, head east and cross the drawbridge. As you make your way up the 
       path to the top of the castle, you'll eventually find Bananaporter #2. 
       From there, there are single Bananas going up the path, all the way up 
       to the top of the castle. You will get LOTS of Bananas. 

#51-60: Head to the cave where Funky's Store is located. Inside, head down the 
        path until you reach Funky's Store. When you see his store, look around 
        it until you see a Banana Balloon. Shoot it for 10 Bananas. 

#61-65: Enter the same cave described above. From where you enter the cave, 
        take the eastern path. On the way there, you'll find some Bananas. 

#66-70: Outside, use Bananaporter #4 to teleport near three buildings. Near the 
        easternmost building is a Kong Barrel, and a red mushroom. Enter the 



        Kong Barrel to shrink, then jump on the red mushroom. Land on top of 
        the silo (the small building), and drop inside the hole in the roof. In 
        that room, there is a Banana Bunch. 

#71-90: First, make your way up towards the top of the castle until you come to 
        a door near a Tag Barrel. Near this door, there is a red Diddy Switch. 
        Pound it as Diddy, and the door will open. Quickly enter the Tag Barrel 
        and switch to Tiny, then enter the door before it closes. Make your way 
        to the main room, then go south to find a Tiny Pad. A Banana Bunch is 
        on this pad. Monkeyport to the Museum, then make your way north to 
        another Tiny Pad. Keep Monkeyporting as you find Banana Bunches on each 
        Tiny Pad. 

#91-100: Do the same things described above. When you reach the last room that 
         you can get to via Monkeyporting, you will see a Banana Balloon. Shoot 
         it for 10 Bananas. 

-------------------------------------- 
Regular Banana Locations - Chunky Kong 
-------------------------------------- 

#1-30: Enter the cave where Candy's Musical Store is located. Once there, you 
       will find a trail of Bananas throughout the whole cave. 

#31-50: In the area where Candy's Musical Store is located, keep going down the 
        path until you come to a door. Head inside, then take one of the paths. 
        One of them leads to a red Diddy Switch. To the left and right of that 
        switch is a gate. Primate Punch them to reveal an alcove with a Banana 
        Balloon in each one. Shoot them for 20 Bananas. 

#51-60: Outside, use Bananaporter #4 to teleport near a barn, a greenhouse, and 
        a small silo. Walk up to the barn, and Primate Punch the part that has 
        an X-shaped thing on it. This will reveal an entrance, so head inside. 
        In this area is a Banana Balloon. Shoot it for 10 Bananas. 

#61-70: Enter the cave where Funky's Store is located. From where you enter the 
        cave, take the western path down to a big skull-looking thing. On the 
        eastern part of it, there's a Pineapple Switch. Shoot it to open the 
        entrance to the skull, then head inside. Now, take the eastern path. 
        At the end of it is a Pineapple Switch. Shoot the switch to open the 
        wall, revealing a new room. Primate Punch the coffins in here, and you 
        will find two Banana Bunches. 

#71-75: Enter Chunky's part of the big tree at the start of the level (see his 
        Golden Bananas). Inside, you'll find a Banana Bunch. 

#76-85: Head to the same area described above. As you keep going down the path, 
        you'll reach a Pineapple Switch. Near it is a Banana Balloon. Shoot it 
        for 10 Bananas. 

#86-95: Go up the path of the castle, and eventually you'll come to a red 
        Chunky Switch. With the Super Duper Simian Slam, pound the switch to 
        open the door. Head inside, and follow down the path until you get to 
        the main room. In this room is a Banana Balloon. Shoot it to get ten 
        more Bananas. 

#96-100: Enter the same area described above. Then, lift up the boulder in this 
         museum (see his Golden Bananas to see how to find it). When you lift 
         it, a Banana Bunch will be revealed. 



------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

=============== 
IV. Email Info 
=============== 

If you wish to email me about this guide, whether it be a comment or a typo, 
or even a big error in the guide, then email me at my email listed at the top 
of this guide. For those who are lazy, my email is ganonpuppet@yahoo.com. Email 
me there, and I'll add whatever it is I missed, or fix whatever it is I messed 
up on as soon as possible. 
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without my permission, you will be in trouble with the law. For permission, 
email me at my email adress listed at the top of this guide, I may say yes, I 
may say no, it depends. This guide is a Copyright (c) 2007, and was created by 
Jesse Winstead. All rights reserved. The following sites have been allowed to 
use this guide: 

http://www.gamefaqs.com/ 
https://www.neoseeker.com/ 
http://www.ign.com/ 
http://www.1up.com/ 
http://www.press-startgaming.com/ 
http://www.supercheats.com/ 

End Of File. 
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